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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

9 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

6 / 15

c) Target Market Size

5 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

7 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

3 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

30 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

10 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

12 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

8 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

8 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

4/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

5 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

47 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

10 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

5/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

7 / 10

Total Points - Team

37 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

14 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

11 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

10 / 10

e) Robustness of Governance process

9 / 10

Total Points - Governance

47 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

186 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
ShapeShift is an open-source, non-custodial, multi-chain crypto trading platform and portfolio manager that offers
zero-commission crypto trading and self-custody. On ShapeShift users can trade, track, and earn a yield on their digital
assets and manage their accounts privately without KYC. ShapeShift was founded by Erik Voorhees as a private
company in 2014 with headquarters in Switzerland, and in July 2021, Shapeshift transitioned to DAO governance
model. Shapeshift then launched a FOX - protocol governance token as a tool for governing over protocol.
ShapeShift currently has 5 products:
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●

●
●
●
●

ShapeShift web app is a user dashboard account where users can trade, stake, liquidity providing, farming and
invest in Defi vaults. On the web app interface users are also able to manage their own portfolio and use
on-ramp and off-ramp services
KeepKey - is the premier hardware wallet in the new ShapeShift Platform with a web-based interface that
consolidates many crypto tools into one
CoinCap - cryptocurrency market data aggregator with coins and exchange rankings, and swap function
Portis - non-custodial blockchain wallet with email and password login option.
Shapeshift Mobile app

,(source: ShapeShift Blog)
ShapeShift was the first company that fully decentralize all corporate structures and opened source all code in July of
2021. With that move, ShapeShift isn't longer an intermediary in the crypto exchange but only a software interface that
makes people easy to hold and manage their digital assets, and interact with other Defi protocols. The platform is
compatible with most mainstream wallets like MetaMask, ShapeShift, KeepKey, Portis, Trust Wallet, Wallet Connect, ,
Gnosis Safe, and many others. Protocol underlying swap technology is based on Thorchain and Ox protocol, which
confirms the plan and the main goal of ShapeShift to implement multi-chain Defi functionalities on the platform.
Shapeshift protocol hasn't introduced some significant technical innovation. For trades, protocol use Ox protocol and
Thorchain relayers, and for Defi yield features use Yearn vault integration. From the organizational side, ShapeShift is
the first company that adopts the DAO governance structure and the first non-custodial trading and Defi aggregator
with a multi-chain strategy in the first place.
Although ShapeShift's business model and revenue structure are quite simple without defining the core product, the
combination of user-friendly interface, Defi hub features, multi-chain strategy, and well-known crypto brand are the
foundations on which ShapeShift plan to develop new products. Restructuring the company to the DAO model can be
considered as an organizational innovation
The score is lower by -3 because the protocol didn't introduce significant technical innovation, its code isn't forked but
protocol products and services are not present innovation on market. Also, the score is additional lower by -3 because
connections between existing products are not clearly defined.

Score: 9
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b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
ShapeShift platform offers a set of Defi services that are interconnected in order to enable users to perform all Defi
activities in one place. From the position of protocol, the ultimate goal should be to gain a solid user base who can
find all the desired services on the ShapeShift platform and decrease user turnover which can bring stability to
protocol revenue. Considering platform features and related products, ShapeShift offers:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Non-custodial hardware (KeepKey) and software solutions (Portis)
Crypto market/exchange data aggregator (CoinCap)
DEX for ERC-20 tokens (0x)
Multi-chain swaps based on Thorchain
FOX token staking (FOXy rebasing token)
Yearn vaults (56 vaults)
Liquidity providing, farming, bonding, and investment pools for FOX token

(source: 0x Tracker)
Over 0x protocol, ShapeShift has quite low activity with a monthly trading volume of $2.6m, 891 unique users and
$2.96k average size of the trade. Over 0x relayers ShapeShift on monthly basis has a $2.63m trading volume, 891
unique traders with an average $2.96k trade size.
Comparing Dune Analytics data on the number of new accounts and the number of daily users based on the last 10
weeks at the time of writing the report - 14 March - 23 May 2022. The number of weekly users is split into new and old
users:
●

In the last 10 weeks* on ShapeShift protocol app was opened 2068 new user accounts (on average ~207 per
week).
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●

ShapeShift protocol in the last 10* weeks has an average of ~207 (206.8) weekly users of which 43.7% (90.4)
are new users, and 56.3% (116.4) are old users.

From the above data, it can be concluded that ShapeShift has a low retention rate. With the current arrival rate of
43.7% (of the total number of daily users, 43.7% are new users), the number of daily users didn't increase.
With the launch of ShapeShift v2, ShapeShift DAO has created the Defi gateway, allowing users to track, trade, and
earn all in one place - with no added fees. Defi activity, which currently only relies on Yearn vaults, on the ShapeShift
platform is shown in the image below:

(source: Dune Analytics)
Defi activity on ShapeShift is quite low with only 55 unique users and the average amount staked per user is $108.51.
According to the DefiLlama, protocol TVL is $1,259,461 which is mostly from a staked FOX token (FOXy) and Uniswap
LPs - Defi Llama methodology: “We count liquidity of ETH-FOX LP deposited on Uniswap V2 pool through
StakingYieldContract contract; and the staking of the native token.”
From this Shapeshift governance forum thread, it can be concluded that maybe ShapeShift needs to take a different
market strategy approach.
The score is 6, because ShapeShift platform currently has a very low number of users, and TVL. Also, the platform
fails to retain new users. Trading activity on the 0x DEX aggregator is very low. ShapeShift target market is promising
with huge potential but at this moment the market fit is questionable.
Score: 6

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
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ShapeShift FOX airdrop can best describe the target market from a platform perspective. In addition to Shapeshift
users, for airdrop was also eligible Gitcoin, Uniswap, SushiSwap, Yearn, Aave, Alchemix, 1inch, Curve, Balancer, and 0x
token holders, and most THORChain users from which it can be concluded that the user of multi-chain swaps,
decentralized exchange and yield generation protocols are platform target markets.
Dividing ShapeShifts platform target market into Total Available Market (TAM), Serviceable Available Market (SAM),
and Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) can show more accurately its market potential.
● Total Available Market (TAM) - ShapeShift TAM may represent the overall Defi market for the reason that as a
"one interface" for all Defi activity it can integrate most Defi protocols on the platform.
● Serviceable Available Market (SAM) - SAM is the segment of the TAM targeted by ShapeShift products and
services. At the moment the ShapeShift platform enables trading, liquidity providing, and yield aggregation
services and in its simplest form, the size of the SAM can be determined by summing the TVL DEX and Yield
aggregator categories from Defi Llama - $37.24b (DEX) + $2.68b (Yield Aggregator) = ~$40b.
●

Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) - SOM represents the platform's short-term target market are Yearn
users which would make the use of the Shapeshift platform more profitable due to the additional FOX
distribution. Yield farming target group outside of Yearn is reachable but mainly factor for attracting that
group is FOX market price. Yearn Finance has $1.21b TVL and only a small portion of that market is
obtainable for ShapeShift (currently ~41.8k in vaults).

The potential of the Shapeshift target market is large and with the multi-chain swap feature, it goes beyond
EVM-based DEXs. As a “one interface” asset management platform with additional Defi integrations, the platform can
target a big part of the Defi market in the long run. However, in the short term, the value proposition is focused mainly
on FOX incentives, hardware wallet products as part of the platform ecosystem, and market/exchange data
aggregator which is a quality product but could be better used within the platform.
The protocol has a large target market in the long term, but it's currently limited by the number of integrations and with
only Yearn vaults in the offer representing a small SOM market, because of that the score is lower by -5.

Score: 5

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
ShapeShift protocol offers a solution for non-custodial crypto assets management from a single interface where it is
possible to trade, stake, provide liquidity, yield farming, and other Defi activity. In case the ShapeShift protocol has an
integrated majority of Defi protocols it could be compared to Defi hub protocols like Zapper.Fi, Zerion, and Instadapp.
However, that comparison would also not be relevant because Defi hubs mostly don't have a native token which is one
of the most important factors in the protocol work (additional features, incentives, governance).
Although ShapeShift has been classified as an exchange (with DAO structure - DEX) since its inception, the
comparison with decentralized exchanges also makes no sense because ShapeShift uses a 0x aggregator and is
actually a user of DEXs like Uniswap, Balancer, and Bancor.
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From Shapeshift's statement on its blog post about protocol v2: “The launch of the v2 ShapeShift app was the first of
many large steps the ShapeShift DAO has taken in the DeFi and yield farming space this past week. With v2’s yield
farming capabilities expanded through the integration of Yearn vaults, ShapeShift will reward users with FOX tokens for
engaging with DeFi on their app.” From the blog post and current integrations can be concluded that real competitors
for ShapeShift are multi-functional Defi protocols with yield earning vaults or pools. In the table below ShapeShift is
compared with StakeDAO, MantraDAO and Akropolis:

Protocol

TVL

Market Cap

mCap/TVL

Token Holders

Protocol features

ShapeShift

$1,283,526

$56,434,886

43.9

36,388(FOX)

Multi-chain trading, Yearn vaults, Validator,
Staking, Hardware wallet, Mobile app

Stake DAO

$160,43m

$17,086,407

0.10

3,858(SDT)

Trading, Staking, LP Farming, Passive
strategies, Options, Premium strategies,
NFTs

Mantra DAO

$23.6m

$24,378,312

1.03

6,781(OM)

Staking, Validator, Lending and Borrowing,
Launchpad

Akropolis

$1.46m

$11,429,251

7.82

14,112(AKRO)

Staking, Yearn vaults, Trading Vaults

(source: Etherscan, Dune analytics, Protocols websites, DeFi Llama)
From compared protocols Stake DAO has larger TVL and most diversified yield strategies, but its native token SDT has
only 3,858 token holders and according to the mCap/TVL metric is heavily undervalued. The table shows that the
market value of the protocol is most correlated with the number of token holders. ShapeShift has a significantly higher
number of token holders than compared protocols which could be linked to a larger and more diverse community and
a much more advanced protocol ecosystem (multi-chain, brand since 2014, mobile app, hardware wallet). Mantra DAO
uniqueness is an integration of the lending platform (Compound fork)and launchpad. Akropolis developed only 2 own
products - trading vaults and a large number of token holders is probably the result of a long vesting period for AKRO
staking.
The protocol has competitive capabilities and operates in several different market segments and operates in several
different market segments allowing it to create a large community. However, a protocol isn't established itself as an
important part of the Defi market.
The score is lower by -3 because the protocol has a very low TVL as Defi competitor.
Score: 7

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
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Answer:
ShapeShift is integrated on Ox protocol for ERC-20 token swaps and on Thorchain which enables multi-chain swaps.
The protocol has integrated 56 yEarn Finance vaults to enable users to earn yield inside the platform. ShapeShift will
distribute FOX tokens as farming rewards for users who deposit in the vaults, but DAO will also earn yEarn affiliate
fees.
ShapeShift and UMA to collaborate in creating a FOX success token that is sold in a funding round to Coinbase
Ventures and Chapter One.
ShapeShift partnered with Porter Finance to improve DAO treasury management. Porter Finance is a protocol enabling
DAOs to obtain fixed-rate financing using their project token as collateral. At its launch, it offers to wave its 1% fee on
debt issuance for ShapeShift DAO and subsidize the DAO's debt by offering a 5% APR in PRTR, the protocol's future
governance token at $100M FDV.
Liquidity-as-a-Service program - ShapeShift DAO created FEI/FOX pair pool and earn TRIBE (calcuation worksheet)
ShapeShift DAOpurchased its own liquidity on Olympus DAO via FOX/ETH Olympus Pro bonds.
ShapeShift DAO opened single-side staking FOX Token Reactor on Tokemak protocol.
Shapeshift made a partnership with the stablecoin platform ICHI, every oneFOX token will be pegged to the U.S. dollar
and backed by ShapeShift’s native FOX token and another popular stablecoin, USD Coin.
ShapeShift DAO is a validator for a few cross-chain-oriented protocols:
Cosmos
Osmosis is first Cosmos AMM protocol
Juno is a decentralized, public, permissionless network for cross-chain smart contracts.
Umee is a cross-chain Defi hub that interconnects between blockchains.
The protocol has some partnerships and collaborations with protocols in the Defi space, but since it is an asset
management / Defi hub protocol, much more integration is expected. The score is 3 because ShapeShift doesn't have
significant integrations and partnerships can be seen as using other protocols (mostly for revenue streams).
Score: 3

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
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FOX is an ERC-20 token created by ShapeShift protocol that serves as:
●
●
●
●

Governance token for ShapeShift DAO. FOX token holders can vote on proposals related to ShapeShift
protocol.
Fee token - gas fee reimbursement for FOX token holders
Reward token - FOX token holders may receive rewards in USDC from the “Rainfall” reward program
Incentive token - FOX token is used to incentivize liquidity providers, staking, and bonding on external
protocols

FOX token allows holders to participate in governance, reimburses gas fee costs, reward holders with “Rainflow”
program and act as incentive token for usage platform products and revenue streams.

Score: 10

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:
ShapeShift launched the FOX token in July 2021, through the community airdrop. FOX token has been airdropped to
over a million eligible addresses, consisting of over 900,000 ShapeShift customers and over 160,000 holders of
various DeFi tokens. Total FOX token supply is 1,000,001,337 and currently, FOX circulating supply is 368,994,106. The
initial token supply was allocated as follows:
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(source: ShapeShift blog)
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(source: ShapeShift blog)
Although it may have been intended to include as many users as possible with airdrop and thus attract a large number
of users to the community, the airdrop claiming rate was only 4.6%, and according to ShapeShift FAQ: “ any unclaimed
FOX were returned to the ShapeShift DAO, further increasing the DAO treasury”. FOX airdrop claim statistics from Dune
Analytics:

(source: Dune Analytics)

It should also be taken into account that ShapeShift migrated from a classic company to DAO, and before that event
was held 4 investment rounds therefore a significant part of the initial FOX distribution is set aside for early investors
(team + shareholders - 32%). Erik Voorhees stated on his Medium blog: “ For transparency, I will be the largest FOX
holder, with just over 5% of max total supply, unlocking linearly over three years, all on-chain. The next largest holder has
roughly 1.6%”.
Perhaps it is a little too much to expect a company that has made the conversion to the DAO governance model to
strive for complete decentralization because the question is how effective that would be for the organization. Airdrop
for the community without a vesting period of 34% of the total supply is a complete failure and a low claiming rate can
only be a positive thing. Using the Sablier streaming tool for gradually distribution of unvested FOX tokens for DAO
treasury, Team and Stakeholders look like a very efficient method.
The score is lower by -3 because a large allocation of initial supply goes to airdrop which attempt was to include an
“oversized” user group. It is difficult to say if FOX distribution aligns with stakeholders and the community interests,
but at this moment public allocation is significant and the team and investors have received a long enough lock-up
period with the gradual release.

Score: 12
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c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
Continuous distribution of FOX tokens is coming from:
●

●

ShapeShift DAO treasury three-year vesting schedule and streaming via Sablier smart contract (fully vested on
June 2nd, 2024). With a very low airdrop claim rate (~4.6%) more than 95% of the initial airdrop amount was
returned to DAO treasury and DAO members (FOX holders) will decide about further allocation - one option is
to extend the stream to DAO treasury.
Employees and shareholders also have a three-year vesting period with Sablier streaming

According to Messari, FOX inflation rate is 30.72% which does not have a positive effect on the FOX market price. It
may be necessary to reduce or redirect FOX distribution (and thus inflation) in order to reduce the velocity of the token.
The implementation of a token mechanism that will reduce velocity would potentially increase DAO's purchasing
power.

(source: ShapeShift blog)
Since ShapeShift is the first company to officially switch to the DAO governance model, the ongoing FOX token
issuance model is very well planned with vesting periods gradually streaming from Sablier smart contract. The score
is lower by -2 because of the high inflation rate and high token allocation to Uniswap liquidity-providing program.
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Score: 8

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
ShapeShift DAO has a few revenue streams which can be seen on the revenue spreadsheet below:

(source: Shapeshift spreadsheet )
Some of the revenue streams are made with FOX tokens such as Tokemak single-side staking and bonding ETH/FOX
LP and USDC positions on Olympus DAO. However, the FOX token is more used as a value distribution mechanism
through FOX staking (FOXy), trading fee reimbursement, liquidity providing (ETH/FOX), contributions, and other
activities on ShapeShift platform.
From ShapeShift FAQ: “As the ShapeShift ecosystem expands, users will be able to earn FOX tokens for activity that
generates revenue for the DAO via affiliate partnerships (i.e. earning yield, buying/selling/trading crypto and nft's, buying
swag or a y.at, etc.). The ShapeShift DAO earns revenues, and the user earns FOX tokens which can represent an
entitlement to those revenues.”
If incentive programs based on FOX distribution will not have a significant effect, not create a "network effect" and
diversified revenue streams, a negative "value loop" on the FOX market price is possible because so far almost all
operations are financed with the FOX token. As much as the airdrop low claiming rate is a negative indicator, it can
somehow buy time for ShapeShift DAO (if it will be necessary) because unclaimed FOX tokens are placed in the DAO
treasury.
The scoren is lower by -2 because is not clear how FOX holders will be able to claim revenues.
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Score: 8

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

FOX token has the deepest liquidity on Uniswap v2 ~$277,500 and a larger volume of ~$131,773 on WETH/FOX pair.
This is to be expected given the FOX farming reward program. The second biggest FOX pool is also on Uniswap in pair
with FEI (FEI/FOX )which is also the result of the Liquidity-as-a-Service program with TRIBE rewards. The
second-largest trading volume for the FOX token is on Coinbase at ~$103,041 with only ~$51,000 liquidity. Coinbase
support for the FOX token in addition to decent trading volume brings a certain amount of credibility because it is one
of the most popular centralized exchanges. FOX token is also liquid on HoneySwap (Gnosis Chain) and SushiSwap
(Polygon) but with a very low liquidity level.

(source: CoinGecko)
The score is lower by -1 because the largest FOX volume is driven by the incentive programs and is questioned if that
pools can stay on that liquidity level without paying farming rewards.

Score: 4

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
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Answer:
FOX token can be used on other protocols as:
Single-side staking:
●
●

Bancor FOX/BNT
Tokemak

Liquidity providing:
●
●
●
●
●

FOX/WETH on SushiSwap (Polygon) - earn SUSHI and MATIC dual rewards
FOX/RUNE on Thorchain - earn RUNE
FOX/ELK on Elk Finance
FOX/HNY on 1Hive
FOX/wXDAI on 1Hive

Liquidity mining:
●
●

ICHI oneFOX - mint oneFOX - stake oneFOX - earn ICHI
Deposit oneFOX into ICHI Angel vault to earn FOX

Lending and borrowing:
FOX holders can access three Rari pools:
●
●
●

Tetranode Locker Rari Pool (“pool 6")
FOX and Frens Pool (Operated by the ShapeShift DAO; “pool 79”)
ChainLinkGod's / Tetranode's UpOnly Pool (“pool 7”)

FOX token can be used on many protocols with different use cases.
Score: 5

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:
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ShapeShift team is credible and public, with 40 employees according to LinkedIn. But since ShapeShift migrate on
DAO structure that number is probably higher.
Erik Voorhees - co-founder, LinkedIn, Twitter
Jon Shapeshift - co-Founder and former COO & CPO, Twitter
Kent Barton - Tokenomics Workstream Leader, LinkedIn, Twitter
Scott Siversen - Chief Financial Officer, LinkedIn
Lindsay Smith - Head of Communications, LinkedIn
Justin Weisman - DeFi product manager, LinkedIn
Joe Burchard - Revenue Strategist, LinkedIn
Ethan Lehman - Social and Community Growth Lead (on contract), LinkedIn
George Fray - Account Manager, LinkedIn
Houston Morgan - Defi Marketing Manager, LinkedIn
Alex Elliott - Financial Engineer, LinkedIn
Kevin Martinek - Senior Software Engineer, LinkedIn
Olha Prykhodko - QA Engineer, LinkedIn
Megan Longo - Director of Customer Support, LinkedIn

ShapeShift Github has high activity with 37 contributors. Github activity chart:

(source: ShapeShift Github profile)
Most active contributors in 2022 are:
0xdef1cafe - 1,236 contributions (ShapeShift, Yearn, Zerion)
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Sean Luther (elmutt) - 356 contributions
Kaladinlight - 795 contributions
Samotaylor - 272 contributions
Pastaghost - 207 contributions
0xApotheosis - 603 contributions
DaoDev44 - 248 contributions
Theoboldfrazier - 390 contributions
Toshi - 344 contributions
Chris Thompson - 528 contributions

Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:

ShapeShift DAO as a multi-feature Defi interface and multi-chain non-custodial trading should have an experienced
core team and contributors from different professions, and among them, the most important are smart contracts and
software developers, Defi analysts, and financial engineers in order to ensure the security of the protocol from a
technical and economic perspective. The platform then needs Defi product designers, token engineers, project
managers, and experienced professionals from the communication, marketing, and community fields to design and
launch products on market and to coordinate contributors and the community.
Erik Voorhees is a crypto OG, involved in space since 2012, over 8 years as CEO of ShapeShift (when ShapeShift was
company)
Jon Shapeshift (Jonathan Layton) is a software engineer and over 5 years ShapeShift CTO. Before ShapeShift he
worked as Android Developer at “Ideas by Nature” and as Software Engineer at Trimble Navigation.
Kent Barton has a lot of experience working as Digital Marketing and Web Content Manager in companies like Inflow,
Pixorial, and Janus Capital. For ShapeShift he started as Crypto Strategies in 2017 and from 2018 to 2021 he was
Head of Research and Development. Kent was involved with blockchain technology since 2012.
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From ShapeShift Github it can be seen that more than 36 contributors are active, of which the most active (with most
contributions) are listed in answer 3a). ShapeShift team members with technical backgrounds are Ryan Johnson, who
has experience working in several start-ups, Adam Samere as a Software architect, and Senior Software Engineer
Kevin Martinek with over 9 years of experience working as a developer.
As for financial and Defi worth mentioning Alex Elliot financial engineer with working experience as a legal consultant
and Justin Weisman - Defi Product Manager with experience working for Giveth and Cloudrise as a Cyber Security
consultant. Information from other team members are available on ShapeShift LinkedIn profile. Only some of the
ShapeShift experts whose data is available on LinkedIn and Github are mentioned, however, they have more DAO
contributors from the community active on 11 DAO workstreams.
Thus we can see that is a highly skilled team with relevant experience with regard to protocol needs deserving a score
of 10.

Score: 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
ShapeShift CEO and founder, Erik Voorhees, has been involved in crypto since at least 2011 and he is one of the most
influential thought leaders in the crypto space. He participated in many debates, presentations, interviews, and
conferences about Bitcoin, Open Finance and DAO.

Bankless - Erik Voorhees
Paul Barron Network - Erik Voorhees
Coindesk - Erik Voorhees explains why ShapeShift migrate on decentralized structure
Blockworks - Erik Voorhees
DeCrypt - Jordan Garbis, co-founder of BeetsDAO, and Kent Barton, who does tokenomics at ShapeShift DAO, talk to
Decrypt's Dan Roberts at Camp Ethereal 2022 in Wyoming about how to start a DAO
Smart economy podcast - Jon ShapeShift
Tokemak and ShapeShift DAO AMA
ETH Denver 2022 presentation by Joshua Forman
ETH Denver 2022 - interview with Kent Barton
ETH Denver 2022 - Erik Voorhees with David Hoffman and Kevin Owocki - Individualism or Collectivism debate
Crypto Current - Jon ShapeShift about launching success token and improving DAO treasury
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Eric Voorhees is one of the most active people in crypto space when it comes to public presentation and debates
about cryptocurrency.

Score: 5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
ShapeShift has raised a total of $12.8M in funding over 5 rounds, and the only investment after the decentralization of
the company is made by Coinbase Ventures and Chapter One in March 2022. Investment is made in collaboration with
UMA by buying a FOX Success Token - UMA derivative product based on UMA optimistic oracle. The strike price for
FOX Success Token is $0.8 FOX/USD, and each Success token is backed by 2 FOX. At expiry, if FOX/USD < $0.8, each
Success Token is worth 1 FOX. At expiry, if FOX/USD > $0.8, each Success Token is worth 1 FOX + (expiry FOX/USD
price - 0.8)/expiry price.(source)
In the image below can be seen all ShapeShift funding rounds in format date/event/number of investors/amount:

(source: Crunchbase)
Some the significant actions by team/DAO:
●

ShapeShift formed FOX foundations (7% FOX allocation), from FOX Foundation FAQ: ”There is no formal
relationship between the FOX Foundation and the ShapeShift DAO. While the Foundation's mission is to support
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●
●

●

●

the DAO, neither organization has any control nor obligations to the other”. The main goal of the foundation is to
support ShapeShift transition to DAO.
Launching a Success Token to Diversify ShapeShift DAO’s Treasury
DAO is structured on 11 workstreams - Progressive Decentralization, Partnerships, Product, FOX Tokenomics,
Marketing and Growth, Special Projects, Engineering, Operations, Customer Support, Information and
Globalization, and FOXCHAIN which makes DAO more flexible when it comes to contributions and enables
specialization.
ShapeShift DAO uses Colony's new product Mission Control. Mission Control allows ShapeShift to display its
active bounties and enable contributors to earn additional CLNY tokens once they complete their tasks and
earn reputation. In combination with multi-workstream structure, this makes easier onboarding for
contributors.
Form vFOX sub-DAO dedicated to making strategic allocations (grants) for early-stage crypto projects

Shapeshift DAO was created by restructuring a company that has been operating successfully in the crypto space
since 2014. The team has maintained 5 funding rounds since 2014 and is able to attract more resources. The score is
lower by -3 because ShapeShift team isn't determined the core product of the protocol, and from the spreadsheets
below it seems that the main DAO source of income will be Defi integrations (profits and referral programs) which
means changing strategy after restructuring and that brings additional risk. Also, a set of different products offered by
the platform isn't connected in a way to generate more value (KeepKey, CoinCap, Portis, and Platform).
Resources:
DAO revenue stream
DAO gnosis expense
DAO treasury
DAO Income statement
Score: 7

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
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ShapeShift DAO has Gnosis multi-signature wallet with 2 signers (2/2):
Signer 1 address: 0x72E7b10ed4E45b57E5b97445BC5BA25501E76154 | Etherscan
Signer 2 address: 0x1D01A2FefB8883A5cfB8c77B19d9b96794581288 | Etherscan
From ShapeShift governance forum proposal: “The DAO currently relies on a gnosis safe multisignature wallet for the
execution of actions against the treasury as dictated by the governance process. The multisig is intended to act as a
bridge until the community is ready to rely solely on SafeSnap (or an alternative solution). The multisig requires 2 of 2
signers for execution”
According to Defi Safety (DYOR Wiki) in ShapeShift code doesn't exist pause control: “"Immutability of contracts and
absence of owner privileges are clearly described. Although no pause control function exists in the ShapeShift code,
their smart contracts are entirely immutable, and the protocol functionalities that do not make pause control functions a
necessity are described."
For proposal execution that requires execution from DAO treasury exist two options:
1. Manual Multisig Execution (fast and free)
2. Automatic SafeSnap Execution (slower and costs more gas)
The score is lower by -6 because for treasury actions exists 2/2 multi-signature wallet.
Score: 14

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
ShapeShift DAO is controlled by FOX Token holders who can vote on:
●

Which protocols and assets to integrate.

●

How to spend or invest funds in the ShapeShift DAO, such as:
○

Funding community initiatives like liquidity mining, Rainfall, FOX Fuel, and FOX rewards or other new
initiatives.

●

○

Which products or services to build.

○

Hiring contractors to build those products or services (and selecting those hired).

Whether to add or change fees for using the ShapeShift interface (currently, ShapeShift does not add any fees
but has the capability to turn these on). Examples of this today include: fees on 0x trades, fees on THORChain
trades, fees on LP tx’s through THORChain, and fees on fiat purchases through Banxa.

●

And any other ideas contributed by our customers and community.

The ShapeShift DAO uses SafeSnap and Reality.eth Gnosis Safe modules allow community members and token
holders to propose and vote on the proposal without gas fee cost, and the result of governance voting directly affects
on-chain changes. The only exception is when the passed proposal requires interaction with ShapeShift DAO treasury
and in that case, is used a multi-signature wallet.
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FOX tokens that count towards voting power are presented on the following image:

(source: ShapeShift forum)
The score is lower by -2 because of the existing 2-of-2 multi-sig, which means that governors don't have 100% control
over protocol. Additional -2 on score because FOX holders from pools like FOX/ETH SushiSwap on Polygon and
FOX/HNY from Honeyswap cant participate in the governance process.
Score: 11

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
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Answer:
According to Boardroom, ShapeShift DAO had 74 proposals in which 1,261 voters took part with a total of 8,437 votes,
which means that on average DAO has 17 (1261 / 74 = ~17) voters and 114 (8,437 / 74 = ~114) votes (ballots) per
proposal. Given that ShapeShift DAO has a total of 36,400 FOX holder addresses voting turnover is 3.46% (active
voters / FOX holder addresses x 100):
ShapeShift DAO uses Discord and Governance Forum for governance discussion. ShapeShift Discord is public and has
9,544 members with more than 50 active channels. On the image below is ShapeShift Discord statistic for the last 14
days:

(source: ShapeShift Discord)
DAO Governance Forum has 535 users and activity is sufficient since the ShapeShift DAO structure is divided into
subDAO entities so it is very likely that part of the communication takes place at the sub DAO level. In the last 30 days,
there were 98 active users on the governance forum, started 35 topics, and published 228 posts.
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(source: ShapeShift forum)
The score is lower by -2 because of low voting activity, but governors are active in discussions on the Governance
forum and Discord.
Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
ShapeShift DAO uses the following tools for governing over protocol:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Discord - serves as DAO information hub and communication channel for community members
Discourse governance forum is used only for proposal discussions
Boardroom - DAO uses Boardroom as governance aggregator which displays discussions, governance
statistics, treasury state and voting interface
Snapshot - tool for gasless voting
Gnosis Safe multi-signature wallet
SafeSnap (Gnosis Safe module)
Reality.eth (Gnosis Safe oracle module)
Colony -coordination for workstreams with reputation concept
Sablier - stream approximately 250,000 FOX per day to ShapeShift DAO
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●

Lobby - on 24 May 2022, ShapeShift announced that will use Lobby as a knowledge management tool and
portal where all published articles and blogs about ShapeShift will be stored.

Proposal templates:
●
●

ShapeShift proposal template (SCP)
Workstream proposal

The protocol has a reliable and useful governance infrastructure.
Score: 10

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
ShapeShift documentation for DAO governance process can be found on the Governance forum, Governance channel
on Discord and on ShapeShift Gitbook.
A ShapeShift Community Proposal (SCP) is a formal mechanism for making decisions over protocol, and on the
following image is SCP format for governance proposal:
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(source: ShapeShift governance forum)
Workstream proposal
ShapeShift DAO is split into 11 workstreams sections that are powered by Colony on Gnosis chain

(source: ShapeShift Forum)
In the Incubation phase proposal is posted on the governance forum under the “Proposal discussion” category without
specific format in order to attract community engagement, and after 72 hours is moved to the Ideation phase. In the
Ideation phase proposal is posted on Boardroom in SCP or Workstream proposal formats, while on Forum must be set
for/against the poll. This phase lasts for 5 days and if the majority vote in favor of the proposal, it moves to the Voting
phase. In Voting phase is available to vote on Boardroom and Snapshot, and voting power is calculated by Snapshot
strategies. This phase lasts 72 hours and requires 4,000,000 FOX to participate in the voting process for ratification. If
voting participation doesn't reach the quorum Soft Quorum Calculation (required 70%) is applied. On the image below
are listed other requirements:

(source: ShapeShift Forum)
ShapeShift DAO has a clear and robust governance process. The score is lower by -1 because isn't a well-defined
choice between Multi-sig execution and SafeSnap.
Score: 9
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5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

According to LinkedIn and Pitchbook, ShapeShift is incorporated as ShapeShift Global Limited, 21 Holborn Viaduct,
London, United Kingdom EC1A 2DY, GB.
From ShapeShift website terms-of-service: “If you and ShapeShift cannot resolve any dispute after 60 days from your
initial email notifying us of the dispute, you and ShapeShift each consent to resolve any related claim, dispute, or
controversy (excluding any claims for injunctive or other equitable relief) arising out of or in connection with or relating
to these Terms, or the breach or alleged breach of these Terms, exclusively by binding arbitration in accordance with the
applicable rules of arbitration in the United Kingdom. The arbitration will be conducted in London, England, in English.”
“ShapeShift is based in the United Kingdom, with offices in London, UK, and Denver, Colorado.” from FAQ.

Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:

UK and USA are top-tier jurisdictions with applicable laws.
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(source: Compendium Regulation Report by Country)
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Score: 10
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